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Abstract: Effective software system must advance to stay 

pertinent, however this procedure of development can cause the 

product design to rot and prompt essentially diminished efficiency 

and even dropped projects. Remodularization tasks can be 

performed to fix the structure of a software system and evacuate 

the disintegration brought about by programming advancement. 

Software remodularization comprises in rearranging software 

entities into modules to such an extent that sets of substances 

having a place with similar modules are more comparable than 

those having a place with various modules.However, 

re-modularizing systems automatically is challenging in order to 

enhance their sustainability. In this paper, we have introduced a 

procedure of automatic software remodularization that helps 

software maintainers to enhance the software modularization 

quality by assessing the coupling and attachment among 

programming components. For precision coupling measures, the 

proposed technology uses structural coupling measurements. The 

proposed methodology utilizes tallying of class' part capacities 

utilized by a given class as a basic coupling measure among 

classes. The interaction between class files measures structural 

connections between software elements (classes). In this paper, 

probability based remodularization (PBR) approach has been 

proposed to remodularize the software systems. The file ordering 

process is done by performing probability based approach and 

remodularization is done based on the dependency strength or 

connectivity among the files. The proposed technique is 

experimented on seven software systems. The efficiency is 

measured by utilizing Turbo Modularization Quality (MQ) that 

promotes edge weighing module dependence graph (MDG). It very 

well may be presumed that when comparing performance with the 

subsisting techniques, for instance, Bunch – GA (Genetic 

Algorithm), DAGC (Development of Genetic Clustering 

Algorithm) and Estimation of Distribution Algorithm (EDA), the 

proposed methodology has greater Turbo MQ value and lesser 

time complexity with Bunch-GA in the software systems assessed. 

Index Terms: Code Dependency, Dependency Matrix, 

Probability, Remodularization, Software System, Software System 

Maintenance, Turbo Modularization Quality.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The structure of a software system primarily affects its 

practicality. To improve viability, programming frameworks 

are typically composed into subsystems utilizing the 

develops  
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of bundles or modules.Notwithstanding, amid programming 

development the structure of the software system experiences 

consistent alterations, floating away from its unique plan, 

regularly decreasing its quality. In software engineering, 

programming upkeep in the created programming framework 

may require alterations to change the prerequisites of client. 

In such cases, support ends up fundamental. The product 

support process involves a circumstance of programming 

building execution that happen after the product has been 

conveyed to the client. The idea of programming support and 

development of frameworks was first proposed by Lehman 

[21], who did a few perceptions. One of the fundamental 

perceptions was that vast programming frameworks are never 

finished, proceed to develop and progressively complex 

some days. Large software systems are evolving difficult and 

complex to maintain due to the following problems: 

 Constant changes: The software environment is 

therefore constantly changing and the software 

needs to be changed to function in the new 

environment. 

 Increasing unpredictability: The structure of the 

program turns out to be progressively troublesome 

with steady change in code, therefore, some  

expectant advances must be taken to improve and 

streamline its structure.  

 Large programming development: Software is a 

self-sufficient procedure. Programming traits, for 

example, size, time, and the quantity of blunders are 

practically steady for every framework discharge.  

 Organizational dependability: The cost with which 

the product is created remains roughly consistent 

and is free of the assets given to the product 

improvement.  

 Preservation of shared trait: During the season of 

program, added to it in each release, may be 

displayed. 

 

To deal with those complexities of programming framework, 

one of the generally utilized systems called software 

remodularization which is an imperative segment in the 

software maintenance exercises. Software remodularization 

is a process to restructure and rebuild the existing software. 

Object oriented software modularization divides the software 

product into packages that contains several classes. Several 

kinds of package 

dependencies can be found 

in software systems. 
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Intra-edge dependencies and inter-edge dependencies are two 

primary kinds ofdependencies. The intra-edges incorporate a 

wide range of interior dependencies between classes in a 

similar bundle or package, for example, invocation of 

function, composition and inheritance. The inter edge 

dependencies incorporate outside dependencies among 

classes which belong to different bundles. As elucidated of 

module dependency graph (MDG) in Fig. 1, the system 

consists of 2 modules with 3 cohesion factors such as (A-C, 

B-C, E-D) and 3 coupling factors such as (E-B, D-B, C-D). A 

large portion of the procedures rely upon the utilization of 

cohesion in every package and coupling among the packages 

in order to assess the quality of remodularization. The 

acceptable arrangements are those that expansion cohesion 

and lessen coupling. Cohesion of modules is, all in all, 

characterized by the quantity of intra-edges of a module and 

coupling as the quantity of between edges among the 

modules. Modules by their very natures ought to be 

profoundly strong much of the time. In programming dialects 

engineers need to import bundles or modules so as to have 

perceivability to the classes within them. This gives a 

characteristic form and parity that the module arrangement 

well. On the off chance that the modules were difficult to 

import, clients of those modules would either transform 

them, or solicitation that auxiliary variations are prepared. 

The objective is to endeavor to improve this organizing to 

make the framework simpler to keep up. Despite the reality 

that a big number of methodologies are sufficiently 

groundbreaking to provide remodularization provisions, 

there should be certain open problems in an attack to provide 

effective and entirely robotized remodularization. 

  

Module - 1 Module - 2 

 
Fig.1 MDG incorporating two modules with 3 inter-edges 

and 3 intra-edges 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In fact, a few researches tended to clustering issues so as not 

to improve existing modularizations, yet to locate the best 

deterioration of a framework as far as the modules. The first 

search based approach was employed by Mancoridis et al. 

[19] to deal with a problem of modularization with single 

objective approach. Their concept of distinguishing the 

modularization of a software system depends on the 

utilization of the heuristic hill-climbing search to augment 

cohesion and limit coupling. A similar method has been 

additionally utilized in Mitchell and Mancoridis [3], a tool 

which bolsters automatic system deterioration. Bunch 

performs the decomposition of the subsystem by partitioning 

the module dependency graph and relationships of the 

module dependence in a given source code. A fitness perform 

is employed for assessing the standard of the graph partition 

to find a balance between connectivity (i.e., dependence 

between two modules of different subsystems) and 

interconnectivity (i.e. dependency between modules in the 

same subsystem). Harman et al., [12] utilized a genetic 

algorithm to enhance the subsystem disintegration of a 

product framework. For maximizing the fitness function, a 

mix of value measurements, for example, coupling, cohesion, 

and multifaceted nature, is defined. So also, Seng et al., [16] 

contemplated the re-modularization process as a solitary 

target advancement issue utilizing genetic algorithm. The 

objective is to build up a strategy for item arranged 

frameworks that, beginning from existing subsystem 

deterioration, decides de-synthesis with better measurement 

esteems and less infringement of structure standards. A 

heuristic search-based approach, simulated annealing is 

proposed by Abdeen et al., [8] for reducing the dependencies 

among the modules or packages in a software system. Their 

optimisation technique is predicated on moving classes 

between the modules. Abdeen et al. suggested essential 

coupling and cohesion metrics arrangements to assess 

package arrangement in object-oriented software significant 

heritage. Numerous massive software systems which are 

object-oriented consisting of many classes that are dealt with 

into number of packages. The software modularisation 

components of such software systems cannot be 

contemplated as classes. Packages, in this case, not just class 

containers, yet they likewise assume the job of modules: a 

package ought to give well recognized services to the 

remainder of the product framework. The evaluation of 

package organization is therefore essential for the 

maintenance of software. Although many work has been 

carried out with the aim of achieving a single class quality 

and/or a quality of inter-class relationships, some works 

address some aspects of quality and relationship organization 

of packages. We believe there is a need for further 

investigations to evaluate aspects of package modularity. For 

multiple-objective optimization problems, Jaimes et al., [2] 

suggested a non-dominated genetic sorting methodology. 

Many objectives are the number of objectives i.e., greater 

than three. Non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm will 

optimize the objectives to the software re-modularization. 

The legitimate opinion is that great modularization should 

show strong cohesion and low coupling. [14, 16]. Cohesion 

and coupling measurements were estimated using various 

metrics yet that all will in general depend on linguistic parts 

of the source code(with a few exceptions). The proclaimed 

favorable circumstances of a modular architecture 

incorporates [17]: handle multifaceted nature of a large 

software system; plan and create various pieces of same 

system by various individuals; partial testing; fix defective 

system components with distinct components without 

interfacing; control imperfection engendering; or, the re-use 

of existing components in various contexts. Certain coupling 

measurements were found to be high indicators of 

vulnerability (e.g. [1, 10]), and it has been shown that a model 

including coupling metrics is a successful maintenance effort 

indicator [5]. The rule of high cohesion, low coupling, can be 

elucidated in different ways [3]. High cohesion, for instance, 

semantically implies that all parts of the module share a same 

motivation, named 

singularity and the similarity 

of purposes [18]. Low 

coupling would indicate that 
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components of separate modules (or to a lower degree) do not 

share this reason for current ones. Since computer systems 

are not efficient at managing semantics, different 

elucidations, simpler to gauge, are normally liked, for 

instance based functional dependencies — one part calls an 

element of another segment—(for example [14, 15, 20], or on 

information get to (for example [10], [8]), orco-changes in a 

form control software system (for example [4, 7, 9]). [11] 

distinguished and composed in excess of thirty coupling 

measurements. We assessed our methodology on seven 

programming frameworks. We assessed our methodology on 

seven programming frameworks. Our outcomes demonstrate 

that our methodology fundamentally beats, in normal, 

existing methodologies regarding improving the structure, 

decreasing the quantity of coupling among modules and 

expanding the quantity of attachment inside the modules. 

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Obviously the previous works did not take into account the 

time convergence factor for re-modularization during the 

product maintenance period from the literature study that was 

performed. At the point when an extensive programming is 

being advanced joining the changes, it expends a substantial 

intermingling time amid figuring out. In addition, to 

complete the remodularization, it is obligatory to 

comprehend the conditions that exist among various 

modules. Likewise, the force of coupling among records of 

various modules and attachment among the documents inside 

every module of the whole framework are to be resolved. 

Static code investigation apparatuses can be utilized to 

decide the reliance network of the modules and the records 

can be gathered dependent on contiguousness and availability 

factor. For littler programming frameworks, this can be 

accomplished physically or utilizing traditional calculations. 

Be that as it may, it is hard to deal with huge and complex 

framework along these lines. An ideal methodology is 

required to take care of this issue with less time and 

computational overhead. In this way, in view of the above 

said realities, a methodology has been structured in this work 

based on probability and a novel remodularizing approach. 

Fig. 2 portrays the mechanism used in the proposed strategy 

to remodularize the software system. 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 2 Outline of Proposed Approach in Software 

Remodularization 

 

The objective function is to boost the Turbo MQ that Mitchell 

suggested and utilized in BUNCH [13]. As characteristics of 

well-planned software systems, low coupling and high 

cohesion are regarded. On the off chance that is the  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

quanti

ty of edges within i
th

 module and  is the quantity of edges 

between modules, iand j, at that point the Turbo MQ can be 

resolved as  

             

 

   

 

where   is the factor for module i. 

(1) 

     

      
   

                
 
       

          
  (2) 

 

The purpose of the Turbo MQ is to improve the satisfactory 

design. i.e., restricting the coupling amid the modules and 

expanding the module cohesion. The greater the Turbo MQ, 

the closer the bundle accomplished is to an efficient program 

[13]. 

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH 

The proposed framework is shown in Fig.3. The proposed 

approach has two phases. The primary phase establishes 

traversal of software system traversal by agents utilizing 

connectivity-based probability to observe the arrangement of 

files to be visited. In the subsequent phase, files are 

restructured using the results and dependency matrix of every 

agent to achieve a restructuring framework.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) Generate MDG 

 

 

b) Extract Dependency Matrix from MDG 

 

 

c) Remodularized Software System using PBR 
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Phase 1 

 

 

 

 

Phase 2 

Fig. 3 Architectural diagram of the Proposed Approach 

A. Proposed Algorithm 

The following steps are provided for the proposed approach. 

The order wherein files are to be visited utilizing random 

based probability is specified in steps 4 to 10. The procedure 

of remodularization utilizing the ordered files and 

dependency weightage is specified in steps 11 to 15.  

Step 1. Produce MDG by parsing the software system to be 

remodularized utilizing source code analysis tool.  

Step 2. Create dependency matrix from MDG. 

Step 3. Deploy software agents in random locations or files. 

Step 4. Follow the steps for an agent to maneuver from 

current file to next file. 

a. Locate all directly connected files from the present 

position of agent. 

b. Compute the travel cost (TC) to see each neighbouring file 

as follows. 

 

     
       

     
 
   

         (3) 

 

where TCij is the actual cost to move from i
th

 file to j
th

 file 

     is the weighted dependency from i
th

 file to j
th

 file. 

DT is dependent type (DT is 1, if file j calls file i and DT is 

0.5, if file i is called by file j 

Fig. 4 shows the calculation of travel cost from file, F1 to its 

adjacent files. 

 

Fig. 4 Travel Cost from F1 to its adjacent files 

 

 

 

a. The probability of moving from i
th

 file to j
th

 file, denoted 

by     can be calculated as follows. 

    
        

         
 
    

 (4) 

   where j = 1…J…M 

    

Fig. 5 indicates the probability of moving from file, i to its 

neighbouring files. 

 
Fig. 5 Probability to move from F1 to 

its adjacent files 

 

Step 5. Find cumulative probabilities. 

Step 6. Create an arbitrary incentive somewhere in the range 

of 0.0 and 1.0. 

Step 7. Find the closest lower vary and higher range from 

cumulative probabilities to the random value produced 

above. 

Step 8. Find the lower range index which provides the 

subsequent file to visit. 

Step 9. Continue from steps 3 to 8 until the agent visits all 

files of the software system. 

Step 10. Process the outcome of an agent. 

Step 11. Access the first file from the agent and mark it as 

currentFile. 

Step 12. Create and mark a fresh module as the present module 

and add currentFile to the present module. 

Step 13. Access next file from the agent. 

Step 14. If currentFile has dependency with nextFile, then add 

nextFile into present module. 

a. Change nextFile as currentFile and access next file from 

agent 

b. Continue from step 14. 

Step 15. If currentFile does not have dependency with 

nextFile, then  

a. If more file is available in ant, then 

i. Change nextFile as currentFile and access next file from 

agent. 

ii. If the currentFile relies on nextFile, generate a fresh 

module and label it as the present module.AddcurrentFile and 

nextFile to present module. Continue from step 14(a). 

iii. If currentFile has no nextFile dependency, attach nextFile 

to leftOverList. 

b. If more file is available in ant, then change nextFile as 

currentFile and access next file from agent. Continue from 

step 15.a.ii. 

c. If there is no more file to visit in the agent, then 

i. By utilizing the dependency matrix, check the reliance of 

each file in leftOverList with 

the newly created modules. 
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ii. Insert file in the maximum dependence module. 

Step 16. Check the cohesion of every module. If any module 

has cohesion value less than or equal to one, add the files of 

that module into leftOverList and continue from Step 15 c. 

Step 17. Calculate the quality of remodularizing outcome 

produced by every agent using Turbo MQ value based on the 

equations (1) and (2). 

Step 18. Rehash from step 3 till no more variety in maximum 

Turbo MQ value 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The proposed approach is assessed on different software 

systems as shown in Table 1. 

 

Table1. Benchmark data used for experimenting with the 

proposed approach 

Sl No Software Systems No. of Files 

1 compiler 13 

2 nos 16 

3 boxer 18 

4 ispell 24 

5 cia 38 

6 ApacheAnt 195 

7 EclipseJDT 432 

Table 2 shows the comparison of results obtained by various 

approaches such as Bunch – GA [13], DAGC [22] and EDA 

[23]. For the software systems compiler and Boxer, our 

approach and the existing approaches give same Turbo MQ. 

As the number of files and number of connections increases 

in the evaluated software systems, the proposed approach 

outperforms the existing approaches shown in Table 2. Fig.6 

portrays the improved aftereffects of the proposed 

methodology when contrasted with Bunch - GA, DAGC and 

EDA. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Comparison of results obtained by various approaches such as Bunch - GA, DAGC and EDA with the proposed 

approach. 

 
 Bunch-GA DAGC EDA PBR 

Software 

Systems 

No. of 

clusters 

Turbo 

MQ 

No. of 

clusters 

Turbo 

MQ 

No. of 

clusters 

Turbo 

MQ 

No. of 

clusters 

Turbo 

MQ 

compiler 4 1.506 4 1.506 4 1.506 4 1.506 

boxer 7 3.101 7 3.101 7 3.101 7 3.1 

ispell 7 2.177 8 1.997 6 2.19 6 2.21 

cia 14 2.706 19 1.833 12 2.787 6 4.1 

nos 5 1.636 5 1.606 5 1.636 4 1.665 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6 Graph representation for software system vs Turbo 

MQ 

 

 

 

 

 

This approach gives better solution in the software systems 

ApacheAnt and EclipseJDT with more than 150 files which is 

shown in Table 3. For the software systems, ApacheAnt and 

EclipseJDT, the proposed approach yields more number of 

clusters. The number of clusters is not directly proportional to 

Turbo MQ. On the off chance that there is less cohesion with 

progressively number of modules, it influences the Turbo 

MQ esteem contrarily based on equations (1) and (2). Fig.7 

depicts the improved eventual outcomes of the proposed 

strategy when compared with Bunch - GA. 
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Table 3 Comparison of test results with Bunch - GA by 

using software systems with more than 150 files. 

Software  

Systems 

Bunch - GA PBR 

No. of 

clusters 

Turbo 

MQ 

No. of 

clusters 

Turbo 

MQ 

ApacheAnt 8 6.08 24 15.79 

EclipseJDT 15 17.4 62 35.85 

 

 
Fig. 7 Comparison of BUNCH - GA with software of 150 

files 

 

For software applications such as ApacheAnt and 

EclipseJDT, the amount of Turbo MQ assessments is 

checked. The proposed approach is shown to provide better 

Turbo MQ with fewer Turbo MQ assessments, which is 

shown Fig. 8. It clearly shows that our approach has better 

time convergence comparing with Bunch - GA. 

 
Fig. 8 Performance analysis of Turbo MQ value of 

proposed approach with software systems, ApacheAnt 

and EclipseIDT 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Modularizing a product framework profits to sort out the 

advancement in an increasingly viable way, coordinate 

alterations easily, complete testing and investigating 

effectively and productively, and to lead upkeep work 

without adversely influencing the working of the product. It 

is basic to keep up high attachment and less coupling which 

are the fundamental standards of modularization. 

Subsequently in this work we have proposed and shown the 

execution of programmed remodularization of programming 

frameworks utilizing likelihood technique. The proposed 

methodology is assessed utilizing different programming 

frameworks and the outcomes acquired are turned out to be 

increasingly productive when contrasted and the current 

methodologies like Bunch - GA, DAGC and EDA. It has 

been seen that the proposed methodology is reasonable for 

little and extensive programming frameworks and produced 

better Turbo MQ values, which is the software package 

quality parameter and lesser time complexity with 

Bunch-GA. For the future work, semantic connections and 

history of programming upkeep will be utilized in figuring of 

association quality that can prompt better nature of the 

improvement procedure while protecting the first structure up 

to greatest. 
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